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LVMPD Investigates 13th  
Officer Involved Shooting of 2017 

 
On July 24, 2017 at approximately 6:15 p.m. officers from LVMPD’s Northwest Area 
Command were conducting surveillance on a stolen vehicle in the 6000 block of Welsh 
Circle, which was involved in a shooting on July 23rd.  On July 23rd’s incident a victim 
was shot in the leg and is currently in stable condition.  As officers were conducting their 
surveillance a male matching the description of the shooter and an unknown female 
entered the vehicle.   
 
The Air Unit was requested and responded as marked patrol units attempted to stop the 
vehicle using their lights and siren.  The driver refused to stop the vehicle and fled from 
officers.  A pursuit was initiated.  The driver drove the vehicle to the 4600 block of 
Goldfield Street, North Las Vegas, and stopped the vehicle.  The male exited the 
vehicle with a firearm in his hand and pointed it towards officers.  Officers fired at the 
suspect multiple times, striking him.  The female was also struck one time during the 
exchange of gunfire.  At this time it is unknown if the round that struck the female was 
from the suspect or the officers.  Both subjects were taken into custody and transported 
to University Medical Center trauma.  The male subject is currently listed in critical 
condition and the female is currently listed in stable condition.  
  
Captain Kelly McMahill of the LVMPD Officer of Internal Oversight provided a brief 
statement regarding this incident.  The video can be viewed by clicking on the following 
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-j2RG7BDA0&feature=youtu.be 

This is the 13th officer involved shooting of 2017. Per LVMPD policy, the identity of the 
officers involved will be released after 48 hours. 
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